
 Heating problems caused by miniaturization and high integration of devices
 Development of new functionalities using structural advantages of nanostructures 
 Novel nanodevices using new physical and chemical properties 

 Development of nanodevices with novel structures
 Improvement of device performance by high-integration and low power consumption
 Realization of next-generation devices with new principles and novel functions
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Functionalized semiconductor 
nanostructures and devices

 Next-generation transistors with high-speed and
low power consumption

 Energy related devices (PVs, LIBs,..)
 High sensitivity sensors due to high surface-to-

volume ratio

 Control of structure, site, and alignment of 
nanostructures

 Impurity doping for functionalization
 Fabrication process of novel nanodevices
 Both cost reduction and higher performance

500 nm 10 µm

(a)Schematic illustration of planar- and vertical-type 
MOSFET. (b)TEM and (c)EDX images of Ge/Si core-
shell NW.

(a)Photovoltaic application using SiNWs with 
radial pn junctions. （b）Novel battery 
materials using SiFe nanostructures.

① Cost reduction
② Flexible
③ High-efficiency

① High-capacity
② Long lifetime

Novel DevicesNovel Devices

① Low-power 
consumption
② High-controllability

Suppression of 
impurity 
scattering 
③ High-speed

・ N. Fukata et al., Small 13, 1701713 (2017). 
・ N. Fukata et al., ACS NANO 9, 12182 (2015). ・ N. Fukata et al., Adv. Mater. 21 (27), 2829 (2009).

Control of nanostructure formation 
with various structures and materials

Si, SiGe, GeSn, SiC, ZnO
Si/Ge, Si/Graphene

 In a super aging society, the solution to contradicting proposition called improvement 
of the QOL by the highly medical realization and the reduction of medical expenses is 
demanded. It becomes the only solution to realize the high function of existing cheap 
materials and the extension of life by the super biocompatible grant to solve this.

 I imitate a strategy of living body chosen in the evolution in which to build micro-
and macro-structure by using nanofiber as building blocks, and try to produce highly  
functionalized materials which have interface performance, body environment 
responsiveness, a mechanical characteristic, etc.
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Development of new medical device  
consisting functionalized nanofibes

 Functional scaffolding for cornea reproduction
 The new scaffold which forms a cell aggregates
 High sensitive biosensor
 The scaffolding which derives blood vessel
 New DDS carrier

 These technologies would cover wider application, 
like basic patent. Therefore an optimal process 
condition is present every material to use  and 
reexamination is necessary every material, 
production device based on the concept.

 Pat. JP4883498 Nano /microfiber nonwoven fabric with micro pattern structure and its manufacture
 Pat. JP5105352 Spongy fiber three- dimensional structures and their manufacture
 Pat. JP5207265  Mixed polymer fibers, nonwoven fabrics thereof, and their manufacture
 Pat. JP5493215  Manufacture of fiber pieces
 Pat. JP5846550 Short fiber scaffold, short fiber- cell composite aggregate production method, and  

short fiber- cell composite aggregate
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